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ABSTRACT 

It is generally agreed that parents, teachers, and peers are the 

models who influence children's language learning. There is an in

creasing interest in the impact of modeling and other social-learning 

variables upon children's language production, yet there has been very 

little systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of verbal modeling in a 

classroom setting. As a natural outgrowth of the need to focus on models 

ing strategies in the classroom, the present study was designed to in

vestigate the effects of adult and peer modeling on the performance of 

selected verbal language patterns in a classroom setting. 

The second and third grade students of two schools in predomi

nately lower-middle class neighborhoods participated in the study. One 

hundred second graders and 100 third graders were randomly selected and 

assigned to one of five treatment conditions: adult modeling with rule; 

adult modeling without rule; peer modeling with rule; peer modeling 

without rule; no-rule no-model control group. Classroom teachers acted 

as adult models for both rule and no-rule groups, and sixth grade 

students acted as peer models for both rule and no-rule groups. Parents 

from the school community acted as volunteer research assistants. Both 

the models and the research assistants were trained by the investigator. 

viii .. 
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Identical scripts were used by the models in order to maximize uniformity 

of presentations. 

For each task, the differential modeling conditions were carried 

on simultaneously in the experimental classrooms. Adult and peer 

models worked with small groups of subjects. Three language patterns 

were chosen as tasks: (1) selected pronouns in the subject position, 

(2) past tense and participle of selected irregular verbs, and (3) embed

ment of selected adjectives. Within each treatment condition, there 

were four successive phases: baseline, training, posttest, and gener

alization. The 40-item pretests, posttests, and generalization tests were 

individually administered. 

The performance on all three tasks was analyzed by a 3 (model

ing conditions) x 2 (rule conditions) x 2 (grade levels) x 2 (testing 

phases) factorial analysis of variance with repeated measure on the 

dependent variable. Analysis of the performance of second and third 

grade subjects indicated that both adult and peer modeling are effective 

in facilitating the production of complicated language learning by second 

and third grade students. Adult and peer modeling with rule appeared to 

be equally effective in facilitating the use of pronouns, verbs, and 

adjectives. Peer modeling without rule seemed to be equally effective 

to adult modeling without rule in regard to the use of verbs and adjec

tives; however, adult modeling without rule appeared to be more effec

tive than peer modeling without rule in facilitating the use of pronouns. 
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Regarding the use of pronouns and adjectives, both second and third 

grade subjects scored higher on generalization tests than on posttests. 

Subjects' scores involving the use of verbs remained the same at the 

termination of training and at generalization. In all treatment conditions, 

third grade subjects scored higher than second grade subjects. 

Based on the above conclusions, the author recommended that 

further research focus on classroom use of older and same-age students 

as peer models as well as teachers and paraprofessionals as adult 

models. The author also recommended that the present study should be 

replicated using revised scripts and that the design of the present study 

should be utilized to investigate other language patterns of equal or 

greater complexity. Since there is an urgent need for healthy research-

practice interaction, differential modeling deserves attention as an 

exportable teaching mode which suggests a wide variety of classroom 

applications. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The acquisition of novel responses in all areas of human behavior 

has been the focus of attention of many educators and psychologists for 

a number of years. Within the framework of social learning theory, 

research has demonstrated that virtually all learning phenomena acquired 

through direct experiences can also occur on a vicarious basis through 

observation of other people's behavior and its resulting consequences 

(Bandura, 1965; Bandura and Walters, 1963). Exposure to modeling 

influences has been found to result in varying degrees of observational 

learning, in which the observer acquires new response patterns. 

Observational learning appears to be particularly useful in devel

oping low probability behaviors. Modeling procedures have also been 

found to be effective in acquiring a variety of complex response patterns 

(e.g., Bandura and Harris, 1966) and in modifying complex pre-

established behaviors (e.g., Bandura and McDonald, 1963). A number 

of studies have investigated the effectiveness of modeling in combina

tion with other strategies, such as role-playing, verbal and nonverbal 

reinforcement, discussions, and prepared written materials. These 

studies have investigated the impact of modeling procedures in such 

1 
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diverse social learning situations as reduction of excessive fears and 

inhibitions (Bandura, Grusec, and Menlove, 1967b); group desensitiza-

tion of phobias (Ritter, 1968); developing appropriate social behaviors 

in juvenile delinquents (Sarason, 1969); behavioral, vocational, and 

educational counseling of students, teachers, and parents in school and 

clinical settings (Krumboltz and Thoreson, 1969); and increasing the 

length and complexity of children's sentences (Harris and Hassemer, 

1972). 

The occurrence of generalized modeling, in which the observer is 

able to generate novel responses in different social situations and in the 

absence of the model, is of particular interest to educators and psych

ologists who are concerned with the implications of modeling and model

ing effects in naturalistic settings. Studies (Bandura, Grusec, and 

Menlove, 1967a) suggest that in naturalistic settings, modeling effects 

tend to be specific rather than general and that observers tend to be 

highly selective in what they reproduce. 

It is assumed that observational learning involves both imaginal 

and verbal representational systems and that modeling stimuli are coded 

into images or words for future retrieval and reproduction (Bandura, 

1969). Although much social learning is acquired by exposure to actual 

or pictorial behavioral modeling cues, people rely extensively upon 

verbal modeling cues to guide their own behaviors. In the area of 
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children's language learning,modeling plays an extremely important role 

since lexical and grammatical relationships seem to depend upon the 

verbal behavior of parents, teachers, peers and other verbal models in 

the child's immediate environment. The highly complex and generative 

nature of language suggests that children learn rules from verbal model

ing cues. Carroll, Rosenthal, and Brysh (1972) suggest that the psy

cholinguists' concept of rule-generated behavior and the social learning 

concept of imitative processes are compatible since rules or generic 

response paradigms are not excluded from what may be transmitted 

observationally. The distinction between competence, or acquisition, 

and performance is inherent in both viewpoints concerning children's 

language learning. 

Research (Bandura and Harris, 1966) using prepositional phrases 

and the passive construction suggests that the abstraction of rules from 

modeling cues is achieved through vicarious discrimination learning in 

which the young observers extract the relevant attributes of the model's 

responses, disregarding those responses which lack critical features. 

Additionally, observationally derived rules can be generalized to differ

ent situations and, without any additional training, children can transfer 

the rule-consistent pattern to new stimuli (Zimmerman and Rosenthal, 

1972). 
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Purpose of the Study 

The present investigation was designed to study the effects of 

differential modeling techniques on the performance of selected verbal 

language patterns by second and third grade students in a classroom set

ting. Three language patterns were chosen as tasks. These tasks were: 

(1) selected pronouns in the subject position, (2) past tense and parti

ciple of selected irregular verbs, and (3) embedment of selected adjec

tives. These tasks were chosen because they are important elements in 

. oral and written standard English and also because they are rarely 

observed in the verbal performance of second and third grade children. 

Each of these tasks represents content which is lacking in the verbal 

repertoire of many children even after repeated exposure to these specific 

language patterns in classroom settings. 

The present study utilized two different but highly related modeling 

conditions, adult (teacher) modeling and peer (student) modeling. For 

the purposes of this study, performance (language production) was used 

as the criterion for measuring language patterns of the subjects. Within 

each treatment condition, four successive phases: baseline, training, 

posttest, and generalization were identified. The training sessions were 

carried out in small groups within the classroom. Differential modeling— 

adult and peer—was carried on in each classroom simultaneously. Sub

jects were tested individually in the pretest, posttest, and generalization 

sessions. 
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Importance of the Study 

Although explicit demonstration, attentional set, and reward for 

imitation have been used frequently in the classroom for many years, to 

date only a few studies have been primarily concerned with a systematic 

evaluation of these teaching techniques. Studies focusing on children's 

language performance have also focused upon other aspects of learning, 

such as concept attainment, generalization, retention, rule abstraction, 

and rule-governed behavior (e.g., Rosenthal, Alford and Rasp, 1972; 

Liebert, Odom, Hill and Huff, 1969; Rosenthal, Zimmerman and Durning, 

1970). Studies focusing upon the linguistic acquisition and performance 

of children used a variety of language patterns including prepositional 

phrases, passive constructions, simple sentences, information-seeking 

questions, and complex sentences (e.g., Pike, 1971; Rosenthal and 

Whitebrook, 1970; Harris and Hassemer, 1972). Using unfamiliar models 

in out-of-classroom settings, these research studies assumed that the 

instructional procedures using modeling strategies are particularly suited 

to the instruction of children in classroom settings. 

The present study, which focused upon the development of a teach

ing model on a social-learning paradigm, used classroom teachers as 

trained adult models and students as trained peer models in a naturalistic 

setting. The acquisition of previously identified language skills by 
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second and third grade subjects was assessed when teacher and peer 

models were used in small groups. 

Individualization of instruction is more in evidence in theory than 

in practice in many educational settings. There is an urgent need for 

teaching strategies which could be incorporated into present educational 

programs without requiring additional certified personnel. Differential 

modeling, in combination with other social learning variables, may sug

gest a wide variety of classroom applications. The present investigation 

explored in a systematic way the effectiveness of modeling in facilitating 

language learning in small group settings. 

Definition of Terms 

The terms used in the present study were defined operationally for 

the purposes of this study as follows: 

Modeling is the process of model(s) exhibiting novel responses 

which the observer has not yet made and which the observer must later 

reproduce in a substantially identical form. 

Differential modeling is modeling by adults and modeling by chil

dren. 

Modeling effects are the impact upon the observer( s) of being 

exposed to modeling procedures. 

Modeling with rule is that treatment condition in which the experi

mental model models behavior to be imitated by explaining explicit rules. 
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Modeling without rule is that treatment condition in which the 

experimental model models behavior to be imitated without specifying 

rule(s). 

Rule learning is the process in which the observer abstracts 

common properties from a variety of modeled responses and arrives at a 

rule for generating similar responses in new situations. 

Generalization is the process of applying learned behaviors to new 

stimuli in similar situations. 

Novel response is any behavior that has a low or zero probability of 

occurrence in the presence of appropriate stimuli (Bandura, 1969, p. 120). 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This chapter has been designed to examine studies done in the area 

of modeling related to language learning. Only those studies which will 

contribute to the overall direction of the present .inquiry will be sum

marized. Conclusions consistent with these studies will be drawn, and 

the direction and need for research in this area will be pointed out. 

Related Research 

In recent years, observationally induced learning has been the 

major focus of attention by many educators (Gagne, 1965) since it has 

definite potentialities for classroom practices. Use of modeling for 

facilitating language acquisition has been researched in two ways. First, 

researchers have attempted to study conceptual behavior which leads to 

the attainment of linguistic responses. Secondly, observationally in

duced language learning has been studied where an attempt has been 

made to modify linguistic skills of learners in order to develop desirable 

language patterns. The following pages will contain the account of 

studies using these two different but highly related approaches to study 

language behavior. 

8 
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Concept Attainment and Language Learning 

Conceptual behavior has been analyzed by Haygood and Bourne 

(1965) as a process of both attribute identification or learning, during 

which differentiation of relevant from irrelevant attributes takes place, 

and rule learning, during which relevant attributes are combined to form 

the class of positive instances. The results of recent studies on rule 

learning in children suggest several implications of importance to the 

present study. Rule learning performance is consistently superior to com

plete learning in which neither the relevant attributes nor the rule are 

given to the subjects (e.g., Haygood and Bourne, 1965). In more com

plex learning situations with more difficult rules, rule learning may be 

confounded by attribute identification unless enforced attention mitigates 

the effects of attribute identification in rule learning (e.g., Johnson, 

Warner and Lee, 1970). The learning of grammatical concepts may be 

considered as a special case of the general concept-formation paradigm 

(e.g., Guthrie and Baldwin, 1970). Acquiring linguistic skills and 

altering verbal behavior seem to have essentially the same requirements, 

that the observer must abstract common properties from a variety of 

modeled responses and arrive at a rule for generating similar responses 

in new situations. This problem-solving approach to language per

formance has been the focus of interest in recent studies dealing with 

complex conceptual and verbal behavior. 
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A study of concept attainment, generalization, and retention 

through observation and verbal coding of a novel clustering concept was 

reported by Rosenthal, Alford and Rasp ( 1972) who studied second-grade 

subjects from an economically depressed area. The subjects were ex

posed to one of four treatment conditions: modeling without verbal code, 

modeling with low-information verbal code, modeling with high-

information verbal code, and modeling with high-information verbal code 

plus a statement of the rule governing the concept. Successfully per

forming the novel clustering task required the subject to choose from a 

large number of objects a cluster of three which represented each of three 

colors and three object classes. The subject could score a maximum of 

15 correct cluster responses. Immediate concept attainment and gener

alization and delayed retention were measured. During the immediate 

imitation phase, the high verbal code plus rule group surpassed all other 

modeling groups. During the immediate generalization phase, the high 

verbal code plus rule group exceeded the low verbal code and silent model 

groups but not the high verbal code no-rule group. Retention after several 

weeks delay indicated that the high information verbal code without a 

rule summary created the best recall under the conditions of the study. 

Modeling to Modify Language Skills 

A number of recent studies have demonstrated that particular 

linguistic structures were subject to social modification. Bandura and 
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Harris ( 1966) investigated the role of modeling, reinforcement, and 

discrimination processes in altering children's syntactic style. Produc

tion of the passive voice, which had a very low probability of occurrence 

in young children, was most effectively enhanced by verbal modeling cues 

combined with attentional and reinforcement variables designed to in

crease syntactic discrimination. The most powerful treatment was one in 

which modeled constructions in the passive voice were interspersed with 

constructions in the active voice to enhance differentiation of relevant 

grammatical properties. The subjects were able to generate novel com

binations of responses, only occasionally duplicating the model's verbal 

production. The production of prepositional phrases, which had a much 

higher base-rate occurrence than passives, also demonstrated the ability 

of second-grade children from a middle-class community to use familiar 

grammatical rules observed in another person's language production. 

A replication of Bandura and Harris' study was conducted by Odom, 

Liebert, and Hill (1968) to assess the combined effectiveness of certain 

social learning variables on the production of familiar and unfamiliar 

constructions. In the first of two separate experiments, second-grade 

children from a middle-class community were exposed to the production 

of grammatical prepositional phrases ("preposition-article-noun") or to 

ungrammatical prepositional phrases ("article-noun-preposition"). Both 

groups increased production of grammatical phrases. In the second 



experiment, second-grade subjects could repeat ungrammatical phrases 

but did not generate novel ones; instead, the subjects modified the 

phrases to make them grammatically correct. 

In the studies previously cited, reinforcement in the form of stars 

or chips and gifts were dispensed. Carroll, Rosenthal and Brysh (1972) 

studied third- and fourth-grade children's use of present, past and future 

tense verbs as influenced by a model's verbal performance. In this study, 

no extrinsic incentives were used. This study also differed from those 

previously cited in that the subjects in this study were Mexican-

Americans for whom English was a second language. During the gener

alization phase, subjects in all treatment groups were able to generate 

grammatical rubrics to new stimuli without further training. The greatest 

generalization occurred using the most familiar verb forms, present and 

past. Verbal prompts, which encouraged usage in the future tense, did 

not affect usage of the more familiar verb forms. 

The main findings of the study just described were replicated by 

Rosenthal and Whitebrook (1970), who offered a small (10<r) reward as 

an incentive for good performance to subjects in the less powerful treat

ment condition; however, the subjects in the group with reward and 

weaker instructions did not perform better than those who were exposed 

to strong attention-focusing instructions without any extrinsic incentive. 



The power of observationally induced effects on children's 

production of abstract rule-governed responses was again demonstrated 

in a study by Rosenthal and Carroll (1972). Economically disadvantaged 

seventh-grade children were exposed to modeling of complex sentences 

containing the past perfect tense. Treatment variations included strong 

attention-focusing instructions and weaker instructions; promise of a 

substantial group reward and a no-incentive variation; a before-modeling 

information sequence, with instructional and incentive directions intro

duced just prior to verbal coding, and an after-modeling sequence, with 

the directions presented immediately following verbal modeling. Unlike 

the previous studies where each child was dealt with individually, this 

study was designed so that sessions were held under classroom-like 

conditions, with 10 boys and 10 girls in each group. The results indi

cated that strong attention-focusing instructions surpassed weaker 

instructions; offering substantial group incentives failed to surpass 

offering no incentive; and the results were not influenced by receiving 

instructions and information prior to rather than after the model's per

formance . 

The effects of modeling, age, sex and bilingualism upon the length 

and complexity of children's sentences were studied by Harris and 

Hassemer ( 1972). The monolingual children heard sentences modeled 

in English; half of the Spanish-speaking children heard sentences 
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modeled in Spanish. No implicit or explicit instructions to imitate nor 

any rewards were given. The results indicated that children who were 

exposed to models speaking complex sentences composed longer and more 

complex sentences than those hearing models speaking simple sentences 

or no model at all. Furthermore, there appeared to be no difference be

tween linguistic levels (complexity of sentence structure) and responsive

ness to a social language model due to sex, grade level, language used 

by the model, or monolingual or bilingual background of the child. 

The studies reviewed above seem to demonstrate that complex 

linguistic structures are subject to social modification. While not pro

viding information as to the role of systematic modeling in language 

acquisition, these studies suggest the effectiveness of exposure to verbal 

modeling in altering linguistic performance. 

Recently, the development or modification of information-seeking 

behavior has been the focus of attention of several studies. Rosenthal, 

Zimmerman and Durning (1970) studied a model's influence on culturally 

disadvantaged sixth-grade children in four variations involving the stimuli: 

physical attributes, pragmatic function, causal relationships, and prefer

ence or value judgments. The subjects were studied individually. The 

model recorded the subject's question responses. Half of the subjects 

were exposed to implicit modeling instructions, the other half to ex

plicit modeling instructions. After the readministration of the initial 
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stimuli, a new set of generalization pictures were introduced. Without 

further modeling, all subjects were requested to ask questions about each 

of the new pictures. The results revealed that children were able to 

categorize stimuli according to the four variations involving the stimuli 

and were also able to generalize to new stimuli. Since there was a low 

frequency of exact mimicry of the model's questions, it seems that the 

subjects were abstracting the categorical properties of the interrogative 

classes. Implicit directions surpassed explicit directions in all but one 

of the four related studies. 

Focusing on a broader range of instructional variations and ex

pected outcomes, Rosenthal and Zimmerman (1972) extended the pre

viously discussed study (Rosenthal, Zimmerman, and Durning, 1970) to 

a much younger group of third-grade, middle-class children. The stimuli 

were identical to those in the previous study. The instructional vari

ations ranged from minimal to specific directions requesting attention to 

the abstract properties governing the model's examples. Since all 

groups were able to adapt a novel question paradigm and to generalize 

without further treatment, the results of the previous study were extended 

downward three grade levels. The third graders numerically surpassed 

their sixth-grade counterparts in both the imitation and generalization 

phases. It appears that the older children's performance was hampered 

by linguistic and socioeconomic factors. 



Observationally-inducted question-asking behavior was studied 

by Pike (1971) using as subjects second-grade Mexican-American chil

dren selected during the baseline phase for their low rate of question-

asking behavior. The effectiveness of three treatment conditions, 

modeling, praise, and control, were examined. The daily question-

asking sessions were conducted in small groups in an experimental class

room setting. Baseline, training, and generalization phases were 

followed by a retraining phase. The procedure used during the training 

and retraining phases of the praise treatment condition consisted of the 

teacher praising the subject when a question was asked. The procedure 

used during the same phases of the modeling treatment condition con

sisted of the teacher systematically modeling question-asking behavior 

and immediately praising the subjects for their questions. The praise 

training procedures resulted in increased question-asking rates, but the 

modeling training procedures resulted in a considerably higher rate of 

question-asking. Pike states, "While the use of modeling in combi

nation with induced attentional set and praise appears to be an important 

instructional procedure, the role of modeling , per se, seems doubtful. 

This appears to be particularly the case for some of the more complex 

aspects of language" (p. 74). 



Conclusions Emerging from Review of Literature 

The research studies cited here clearly indicated that modeling 

strategies can be meaningfully utilized to facilitate linguistic growth of 

the learners. Review also indicated that most of the studies have at

tempted the problem of language learning from an experimental point of 

view. There have not been many studies which have used a systematic 

modeling approach in a classroom situation. In the times when educators 

are desperate for teaching strategies to maximize learning outcomes, 

modeling offers a unique opportunity for use in instructional situations. 

The present study, therefore, is a natural outgrowth of such a pedagogi

cal need. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the procedures of the 

present study. More specifically, the chapter will contain the hypothe

ses to be tested, description of obtained samples, experimental pro

cedures, and description of tasks used as dependent variables for the 

study. Hereafter, the task involving pronouns in the subject position 

may be referred to as Task 1; the task involving past tense and participles 

of irregular verbs may be referred to as Task 2; the task involving embed

ment of adjectives may be referred to as Task 3. 

Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses were tested: 

1. There will be no significant differences between the subjects 

of the experimental and control groups in learning of grammatical sentences 

involving rules. 

2. There will be no significant differences between the subjects 

of the experimental and control groups in learning of grammatical sen

tences without rules. 

3. There will be no significant differences between the subjects 

of the two modeling conditions (adult and peer) in learning of grammati

cal sentences involving rules. 
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4. There will be no significant differences between the subjects 

of the two modeling conditions (adult and peer) in learning of grammati

cal sentences without rules. 

5. There will be no significant differences between subjects' 

performance (modeling and no-modeling conditions) at the termination of 

training and their performance at the generalization phase. 

Description of Obtained Samples 

Schools 

Two elementary schools in Amphitheater District, No. 10-E, Tucson, 

Arizona, took part in this study. Both schools are located in essentially 

lower middle-class neighborhoods, and each school has a substantial 

number of students whose socioeconomic level is rated low. Of those 

taking part in the study, 19 second graders and 22 third graders have 

Spanish surnames. The majority of both schools' populations was Anglo. 

English was primarily spoken by all the subjects who took part in the 

present study. 

Sample of Subjects 

From a pool of 242 subjects, 100 second-grade pupils and 100 

third-grade pupils were randomly selected and assigned to one of the five 

treatment conditions: adult modeling with rule, adult modeling without 

rule, peer modeling with rule, peer modeling without rule, no-model no-

rule control group. The subjects thus randomly selected were randomly 



assigned to the treatment conditions for each task (1, 2, and 3). 

Therefore, a double randomization procedure was used in the study. 

Using this procedure, a different group of subjects was assigned each 

time to various experimental and control groups. Students who scored 

nine or more on the individually administered 40-item pretest were not 

utilized in the study for that particular task because such a performance 

indicated that these children were above average in performance on the 

task and could not show much improvement due to ceiling effect. On 

Task 1, 14 third graders and 3 second graders topped out and were ex

cluded from the study. On Task 2, 4 third graders and no second graders 

were omitted due to their high performance on the pretest. On Task 3, 

there were no subjects ineligible for assignment to treatment conditions. 

Adult Models 

Each of the second and third grade teachers in the two schools 

selected for study acted as models for one group of subjects exposed to 

modeling with rule and one group of subjects exposed to modeling with

out rule. The ten classroom teachers were randomly assigned to act as 

models for small groups of subjects. The teachers were regular certified 

employees of District No. 10-E. Training experience of sampled teachers 

ranged from two to twenty-five years. All of the teachers had earned a 

number of credits beyond the bachelor's degree in education, three of the 

ten hold master's degrees. Every selected teacher was instructed to 



model appropriate linguistic behaviors for four subjects at a time. The 

small group of subjects was specifically intended to maximize the 

modeling influence. For Task 1, the directions to the adult models were 

as follows: "Please familiarize yourself with the script and follow it to 

the letter. Speak slowly and distinctly. In the first session, each of the 

examples of modeling the pronouns is followed by a stated 'rule' which 

your are to emphasize with your voice and verbal timing" (Appendix G). 

"In the second session, there is no explanation of the 'rule,' so you 

simply read the examples of modeling the pronouns with emphasis" 

(Appendix H). 

For Task 2, the directions to the adult models were as follows: 

"Please familiarize yourself with the script and follow it to the letter. In 

the first session, each of the examples of modeling verbs is followed by 

a stated 'rule' which you are to emphasize with your voice and verbal 

timing" (Appendix I). "In the second sessions, there is no explanation 

of the 'rule' so you simply read the examples of modeling the verbs and 

emphasize the reprise (e.g., sing, sang, have sung. . .ring, rang, have 

rung. . (Appendix J). 

For Task 3, the directions to the adult model were as follows: 

"Please familiarize yourself with the script and follow it to the letter. 

In the first session, each of the examples of modeling adjectives is 

followed by a stated 'rule' which you are to emphasize with your voice 
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and verbal timing" (Appendix K). "In the second session, there is no 

explanation of the 'rule,' so you simply read the examples of modeling 

the adjectives, repeating the adjectives-and-noun pattern after each 

example" (Appendix L). 

Peer Models 

Eighteen sixth-grade students, whose high academic performance, 

ability to relate well to the groups of younger children, and willingness 

to participate qualified them to take part in the study, were used as peer 

models. The sixth graders were called student tutors. For each task, 

ten peer models were randomly selected and assigned to act as models 

for small groups of subjects, four to a unit. The size of the subject 

groups exposed to modeling conditions using adult and peer models was 

the same. Since the adult and peer models used the same scripts, 

directions to the peer models were the same as to the adult models. The 

peer models were randomly reassigned to all peer modeling conditions for 

each task. 

Research Assistants 

Twenty-seven mothers from the school community volunteered to act 

as research assistants and to administer the individual pretests, post-

tests, and generalization tests. Since each instrument consisted of 40 

items and was administered individually and orally, the total time 

donated by the combined volunteers was approximately 100 hours. The 
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subjects' verbal responses were recorded on the protocols by the research 

assistants. Within the limitations of time, space, and availability, each 

research assistant administered all three tests to a given subject. For 

Tasks 1, 2, and 3 the directions to the volunteer research assistants for 

recording responses on the tests were as follows: "Record everything the 

child says on the blanks provided. Please give no cues. Do not re

phrase questions. It is permissible to use verbal reinforcement whenever 

necessary, such as 'That was a quick answer,' 'You are doing very well' 

. . .Please remember not to say 'That's right,' ' Correct,' etc. (Appendix 

M). 

Experimental Procedures 

For each task, the treatment groups were exposed to three 15-

minute sessions on three successive days in a regular classroom pro

vided for that purpose. An adult model and four subjects were seated at 

one end of the classroom, while a peer model and four subjects were 

seated at the other end of the classroom. Ten classrooms, six in one 

school and four in the other school, were used during the present study. 

Children who were not taking part in the sessions were assigned to small 

groups in the schools' multi-purpose rooms and sixth-grade students read 

to the children, many of whom were in the control groups for-that particu

lar task. 



Training of the Adult Models 

The classroom teachers acting as adult models attended two one-

half hour training sessions prior to their participation in each task of the 

study. During the modeling sessions, the teachers used scripts prepared 

in advance by the investigator. The identical scripts were used to insure 

uniformity of presentation of the material. They were instructed to 

familiarize themselves with the scripts and engage in role-playing and 

verbal rehearsal for the modeling with rule and without rule sessions. 

The investigator supervised all these training sessions. The adult models 

were instructed not to discuss the contents of the modeling scripts and 

not to inquire about the contents of the test (pretest, posttest, and 

generalization) used in the study. 

Training of the Peer Models 

The sixth-grade students acting as peer models attended a one-

half hour training session daily prior to each of the three modeling 

sessions for a given task. During the modeling sessions, the sixth 

graders used scripts identical to those used by the teachers. Most of the 

peer models requested additional time to engage in role-playing and verbal 

rehearsal. Naturally, more time and directions were required to train the 

peer models than the adult models. The peer models were instructed not 

to discuss the contents of the modeling scripts and not to inquire about 

the contents of the tests (pretest, posttest, and generalization) used in 
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the study. The peer models were instructed to maintain a calm and 

confident attitude befitting a model for younger children. 

Training of the Research Assistants 

Before the present study was initiated, the volunteer research 

assistants attended one of two one-hour training sessions during which 

the mechanics of testing were discussed. A half hour before the adminis

tration of an instrument, the investigator met with the research assistants 

and gave each of them a number of test copies to be used for that day. 

Subject related information, such as name, school, homeroom teacher, 

grade, and date, were provided to each research assistant when they were 

instructed to test. Since this was the only contact the volunteer research 

assistants had with the instruments, these one-half hour sessions were 

used to familiarize the testers with the materials and to allow for role-

playing and verbal rehearsal. The investigator answered any questions 

concerning administration of the tests. The subjects' verbal responses 

were recorded on the protocols for future analyses by the investigator. 

The research assistants were instructed: "Please do not discuss the 

contents of the pretests, posttests, and generalization tests with any

one. Do not inquire about the contents of the modeling scripts used in 

the study." 



Experimental Paradigm 

For each of the three tasks, the general procedures and time 

schedules were the same. On a Thursday and Friday, the pretest was 

administered to all subjects to determine eligibility for the task. Random 

assignments of eligible subjects to units and to treatment conditions 

followed pretest phase. On the following Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes

day, subjects in the four differential modeling conditions were exposed to 

a daily 15-minute treatment period. Those subjects in the no-model, 

no-rule control group were provided with recreational activities in another 

area of the schools. Special attempt was made to insure that the subjects 

of the control groups did not get the opportunity to learn task-related 
t 

materials by any other means. The other students of the class who were 

not taking part in the study at a certain time were provided with super

vised recreational activities. On Thursday and Friday of the same week, 

the posttest was administered to all subjects. On the following Monday 

and Tuesday, the generalization test was administered to all subjects. 

Experimental Phases 

Baseline Phase 

The purpose of establishing a baseline related to three experi

mental tasks was to determine that the subjects' assignment to various 

experimental and control groups were initially equivalent with regard to 



the dependent variables. Additionally, baseline data helped to establish 

the appropriateness of the tasks for subjects. For example, if subjects 

performed on selected tasks fairly well, it would be meaningless to 

teach already learned skills. Baseline data for all three tasks were ob

tained by giving three separate tests constructed by the author prior to 

the exposure to experimental conditions. 

Posttest Phase 

The posttest phase of the study was primarily aimed at determining 

the impact of treatment conditions on performance of subjects in various 

groups in relation to three language tasks (1,2, 3). In order to 

accomplish this, three different language behaviors were modeled for 

three consecutive days, and immediately after the modeling sessions a 

posttest specifically designed for the purpose was administered to sub

jects in all the groups. The posttest used was the same as the pretest, 

and performance of subjects at the posttest phase was intended to reflect 

the improvement in performance from their pretest scores. . Additionally, 

the posttest performance was also used to make intergroup comparisons 

in three language skill areas. 

Generalization Phase 

The purpose of the generalization phase was to-ascertain whether 

modeled behaviors would be retained and generalized to similar but novel 

situations in the task related areas. In this phase of the study, a 



generalization test parallel to the pre- and posttest was administered to 

all groups of subjects three days after the conclusion of modeling 

sessions. Three separate generalization tests had the same number of 

items and followed similar format. The performance on these tests was 

used to make intergroup comparisons to determine the impact of differ

ential modeling in relation to retention and generalization of observa-

tionally learned behaviors. 

Treatment Phase 

During the treatment phase, subjects were exposed to one of four 

treatment conditions: adult (teacher) model with rule; adult (teacher) 

model without rule; peer model with rule; peer model without rule. The 

no-model no-rule control group was exposed to no training during this 

phase. The four treatment conditions were carried out for 15 minutes 

daily on three consecutive days. To assure essentially identical presen

tation of the material, the adult and peer models used identical scripts 

prepared by the investigator (Appendices G, H, I, J, K, L). For each of 

the four treatment conditions, modeling sessions the first two days 

consisted of exactly the same modeling presentations. Attentional set 

but no verbal rehearsal was elicited. On the third and final day of the 

treatment phase, attentional set and verbal rehearsal were elicited; but 

no praise, corrective feedback or extrinsic rewards were given. 



The rule condition for each task included a rule-summary of the 

specific language skill being modeled. Certain statements by the model 

were designed to focus the subjects' attention upon the relevant aspects 

of the skill and to encourage the young observers to extract the relevant 

attributes of the model's responses. ̂ For example, in Task 1 the model 

repeats the desired language pattern and says, "Always speak of others 

first, then speak of yourself as "I" (Appendis G). In Task 2, the model 

repeats the desired language pattern and says, "When it is past, sing 

becomes sang, ring becomes rang" (Appendix I). Modeling with rule in 

Task 3, the model repeats the desired language pattern and says, "When 

I put the sentences together without using and. I say the word or words 

that describe, or tell about, balloon before saying balloon" (Appendix K). 

The no-rule condition for each task included no rule-summary of the 

specific language skill being modeled. In order to facilitate abstraction 

of the principle underlying the model's specific responses, the identify

ing characteristics of the language skill were repeated. For example, in 

Task 1 the model says, "Snoopy and I.. .Snoopy and I are here" (Appen

dix H). In Task 2, the model says, "Sing, sang, have sung.. .ring, 

rang, have rung" (Appendix J). Modeling with no-rule in Task 3, the 

model says, "... small brown dog" following the embedment of adjectives 

into "The small brown dog runs very fast" (Appendix L). 



Instruments Used 

The 40-item pretest for Task 1 consisted of 20 items using the 

" .. .and I" pattern (Snoopy, Lucy, and Charlie Brown were used as sub

jects with the pronoun I) and 20 items using the "he/she and I" pattern 

of pronouns in the subject position (Appendix A). The 40-item pretest 

for Task 2 consisted of two items using the past tense and two items 

using the past participle of each of ten irregular verbs: sing, ring, drink, 

sink, run, begin, throw, know, bring, and teach (Appendix C). The 40-

item pretest for Task 3 consisted of 30 items using the embedment of two 

adjectives and ten items using the embedment of three adjectives. For 

example, "The big red balloon belongs to Ricky" and "Large fluffy white 

clouds move fast" (Appendix E). The procedures employed during the 

pretests gave an indication of the elicited performance of these three 

language patterns under conditions where the subjects were not system-

ma tically praised nor did they receive any corrective feedback. 

An identical form of the 40-item instrument used during baseline 

was administered as the posttest for Tasks 1, 2, and 3 by the same 

volunteer assistants the day following the last day of the training phase 

(Appendices A, C, and E). 

The 40-item generalization test for Task 1 consisted of 20 items 

using the " .. .and I" pattern and 20 items using the "he/she and I" 

pattern of pronouns in the subject position, all designed to ascertain 



whether or not the subject would generalize these pronoun patterns to 

situations other than those found in the pretest and posttest for Task 1 

(Appendix B). For Task 2, the 40-item generalization test consisted of 

two items using the past tense and two items using the past participle 

for each of the ten irregular verbs selected for study. The items were 

designed to ascertain whether or not the subjects would generalize these 

verb patterns to situations other than those found in the pretest and 

posttest for Task 2 (Appendix D). The generalization test for Task 3 

requested the subjects to generate sentences containing adjectives and 

then embed these adjectives into a kernel sentence. Credit was given 

for the embedment of one, two, and three adjectives (Appendix F). 

Statistical Procedures 

For the present study, the data was subjected to an Analysis of 

Variance in a 3 (modeling conditions) x 2 (rule conditions) x 2 (grade 

levels) x 2 (testing phases) factorial design with repeated measure on 

the dependent variable. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This chapter will be devoted to the results obtained in the study. 

All of the obtained results will be summarized, and the hypotheses will 

be restated and tested in light of the obtained results. The chapter, then, 

will be divided into two sections. The first section will deal with the 

results related to three variables: treatment, grade, and the dependent 

measures involving three tasks. The second section will deal with 

specific results related to the hypotheses. 

Results Related to Main Effects 

Task 1 

The performance on Task 1 (Pronouns) of all the sampled subjects 

was analyzed using a 3 (modeling conditions) x 2 (rule conditions) x 2 

(grade levels) x 2 (testing phases) factorial analysis of variance with 

repeated measure on the dependent variable. All subjects were pre

tested in order to establish equivalency among experimental groups. The 

obtained pretest performance of the subjects in all groups was close to 

1.0 and, therefore, all the groups initially showed equal and low base

line performance. Because of the high similarity on pretest performance 

of subjects in different groups, pretest scores were excluded from the 
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final analysis. In analyzing subjects' performance at the end of the 

modeling phase and three days after the final modeling session, it was 

noticed that subjects exposed to modeling conditions (with and.without 

rule) showed significantly higher performance than subjects in the control 

group. These results are summarized in Table 1. 

As evidenced in Table 1, the F-ratio with regard to treatment 

(modeling) variable was found to be statistically significant (F=39.54, 

df 2/216, p K .01). This clearly indicated that both treatment conditions, 

peer as well as adult modeling, made a significant impact on the per

formance of all the subjects exposed to modeling conditions. 

Comparing the performance of subjects with regard to rule learning, 

the F-ratio was found to be statistically significant (F=12.38, df 1/216, 

p { .01). It was also noticed that the subjects exposed to adult and peer 

modeling with rule performed at the same level (X=20.11, S.D.=16.54 

for third grade subjects exposed to adult modeling with rule; X=21.47, . 
v 

S.D.=16.71 for third graders exposed to peer modeling with rule; X=13.90, 

S.D.=14.28 for second grade subjects exposed to adult modeling with 

rule; 51=12.32, S.D.=14.53 for second graders exposed to peer modeling 

with rule). However, subjects exposed to adult modeling without rule 

performed significantly better (X=16.11, S.D.=14.73 for third graders; 

3C=6.42, S.D.=11.69 for second graders) than those exposed to peer 
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TABLE 1. A 3x2x2x2 FACTORIAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLE 
FOR TASK 1 

Source df SS MS F-ratio 

Between Groups Treatment 227 92667 .02 408. .23 0, .00 
Model 2 22173 .08 11086, ,54 39, .54** 
Rule 1 3470 .54 3470, .54 12, .38** 
Grade 1 2454 .75 2454. .75 8, .76** 
Model x Rule 2 2240 .74 1120. .37 4, .00* 
Model x Grade 2 1281 .29 640. .63 2, .29 
Rule x Grade 1 40 .56 40. .56 i .15 
Model x Rule x Grade 2 441 .87 220. .94 .79 

Error-A 216 60564 .21 280. .39 0, .00 

Within Groups 227 5098 .00 22. ,46 0, .00 
Testing Phases 1 789. 47 789. .47 44, .25** 
Model x Testing Phases 2 394. 75 197. ,38 11. ,06** 
Rule x Testing Phases 1 12. 01 12. ,01 I .67 
Grade x Testing Phases 1 7. 38 7. ,38 i .41 
Model x Rule x Testing 

Phases 2 21. 22 10. ,61 i .59 
Model x Grade x 

Testing Phases 2 7. 95 3. ,98 4 ,22 
Rule x Grade x Testing 

Phases 1 15. 47 15. ,47 1 .87 
Model x Rule x Grade x 

Testing Phases 2 CO
 

• 54 6. ,77 1 ,38 
Error-B 215 3836. 21 17. ,84 0. ,00 

*Significant at .05 level. 
**Significant at .01 level. 



modeling without rule (X=7.26, S.D.=13.01 for third graders; X=2.95, 

S.D.=5.44 for second graders). 

Similarly, third grade subjects performed significantly higher on ' 

this task than second grade subjects. The F-ratio with regard to grade 

level reached a level of statistical significance (F=8.76, df 1/216, 

p { .01). Comparing the performance of subjects at the termination of 

training and at the generalization phase, it was noticed that both second 

and third grade subjects' performance resulted in higher total means for 

generalization tests (X=24.16, S.D.=15.26 for third graders exposed to 

adult model with rule; X=19.68, S.D.=16.27 without rule; X=24.68, 

S.D.=17.69 for third graders exposed to peer model with rule; X=10.68, 

S.D.=14.79 without rule; 35=17.68, S.D.=15.60 for second graders ex

posed to adult model with rule; *X=10.84, S.D.=16.61 without rule; 

3t=15.11, S.D.=14.02 for second graders exposed to peer model with rule; 

X=9.26, S.D. =11.13 without rule). 

Mean performance associated with standard variation are sum

marized in Table 2. The experimental and control groups showed signifi

cant differences in their mean scores on post and generalization tests. 

Task 2 

Similar analyses were performed for analyzing responses of the 

subjects on Task 2 (Verbs). The mean pretest performance of the 

subjects in all groups was close to 11.5, and, therefore, all groups had 
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TABLE 2. TOTAL MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR GRADE TWO 
AND THREE 

Tag], i. Adult Modeling Peer Modeling Control 
Pronoun .^Rule _No Rule _Rule _No Rule _ 
Grade 2 X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. 

Pretest 1.05 2.46 .53 1.82 .32 .73 .21 .61 .00 .00 
Posttest 13.90 14.28 6.42 11.69 12.32 14.53 2.95 5.44 .00 .00 
General
ization 17.68 15.60 10.84 16.61 15.11 14.02 9.26 11.13 .00 .00 

Grade 3 
Pretest .42 1.79 .11 .45 .42 1.23 .00 .00 .00 .00 
Posttest 20.11 16.54 16.11 14.73 21.47 16.71 7.26 13.01 .00 .00 
General
ization 24.16 15.26 19.68 16.27 24.68 17.69 10.68 14.79 .00 .00 

Task 2: 
Verb 
Grade 2 

Pretest 11.90 6.33 
Posttest 25.37 7.15 
General
ization 25.90 6.92 

Grade 3 
Pretest 14.53 6.64 
Posttest 28.00 7.85 
General
ization 28.37 7.94 

9.95 7.21 10.63 6.13 
20.90 9.89 21.79 8.02 

22.90 8.50 23.53 9.18 

12.47 5.12 11.68 5.98 
25.95 6.08 26.90 8.80 

26.53 6.21 27.69 9.02 

9.63 6.85 11.47 4.83 
19.84 8.73 12.11 4.18 

20.95 9.16 11.47 4.83 

11.11 7.28 14.19 6.12 
23.11 8.92 14.37 5.71 

23.63 9.91 14.19 6.12 

Task 3: 
Adjec
tives 
Grade 2 

Pretest .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
Posttest 15.11 12.80 12.80 8.88 12.68 11.01 11.68 10.64 .00 .00 
General
ization 20.16 14.19 15.84 12.4116.16 13.45 17.95 15.67 .00 .00 
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TABLE 2—Continued 

Task 3: Adult Modeling Peer Modeling Control 
Adjec- — Rule _N° Rule _Rule _No Rule _ 
tives X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. 
Grade 3 
Pretest .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
Posttest 21.63 10.17 22.05 12.17 19. 11 12. 14 21.00 13.02 .00 .00 
General
ization 22.79 12.85 27.26 11.87 27.26 11.72 25.37 11.82 .00 .00 



initially equal baseline performance. Because of the initial equivalency 

of the experimental and control groups, the pretest was used only to 

ascertain group equality. In analyzing the results of subjects' per

formance at the end of the modeling phase and three days after the final 

modeling session, it was noticed that subjects exposed to modeling condi

tions (with and without rule) showed significantly higher performance 

than subjects of the control group. These results are summarized in 

Table 3. 

In Table 3, the F-ratio with regard to treatment (modeling) vari

able was found to be statistically significant (F= 161.86, df 2/216, 

p < .01). This indicated that both adult and peer modeling made a signif

icant impact on the performance of all the subjects exposed to modeling 

conditions. 

With regard to the rule learning variable, the F-ratio was found 

to be statistically significant (F=4.43, df 1/216, p<.05). Comparing 

the effects of adult and peer modeling, it was noticed that the per

formance of the subjects under these two conditions was highly similar. 

The performance of groups exposed to peer modeling was only slightly 

lower (X=26.90, S.D.=8.80 for third graders exposed to peer modeling 

with rule; X=23.11, S.D.=8.92 without rule; X=21.79, S.D.=8.02 for 

second graders exposed to peer modeling with rule; X=19.84, S.D.=8.73 j 

without rule) than the performance of groups exposed to adult modeling 
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TABLE 3. A 3x2x2x2 FACTORIAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLE 
FOR TASK 2 

Source df SS MS F-Ratio 

Between Groups Treatment 227 56077, .45 247. 04 0 ,  .00 
Model 2 32568, .90 16284. 45 161, .86** 
Rule 1 446, .06 446. 06 4, .43* 
Grade 1 889, .84 889. 84 8, .84** 
Model x Rule 2 224, .22 112. 11 1, .11 
Model x Grade 2 159, .90 79. 95 .80 
Rule x Grade 1 .06 • 06 0 ,  .00 
Model x Rule x Grade 2 56, .48 28. 24 .28 

Error-A 216 21732, .00 100. 61 0 ,  .00 

Within Groups 227 8142. .50 35. 87 0 ,  .00 
Testing Phases 1 1625, ,70 1625. 70 260, .49** 
Model x Testing Phases 2 5102. .15 2551. 07 408, ,  7 7 * *  

Rule x Testing Phases 1 t .49 • 49 .08 
Grade x Testing Phases 1 46. ,11 46. 11 7, .39** 
Model x Rule x Testing ( 

Phases " 2 8. ,15 4. 07 i .65 
Model x Grade x 

Testing Phases 2 14, ,00 7. 00 1 ,  .12 
Rule x Grade x 

Testing Phases 1 t ,63 • 63 i .10 
Model x Rule x Grade x 

Testing Phases 2 3. ,48 1 .  74 i .28 
Error-B 215 1341. ,79 6. 24 0 ,  .00 

*Significant at .05 level. 
**Significant at .01 level. 
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(X=28.00, S.D.=7.85 for third grade subjects exposed to adult modeling 

with rule; X=25.95, S.D. =6.08 without rule; X=25.37, S.D.=7.15for 

second grade subjects exposed to adult modeling with rule; X=20.90, 

S. D.=9_.89 without rule). 

Third grade subjects performed higher on this task than second 

grade subjects, as indicated by the F-ratio in regard to grade (F=8.84, 

df 1/216, P<.01). It was also noticed that the total mean performance 

of the subjects was only slightly higher at the generalization phase than 

at the termination of training (X=28.37, S.D.=7.94 for third graders ex

posed to adult modeling with rule; X=26.53, S.D.=6.21 without rule; 

3^=27.69, S.D.=9.02 for third graders exposed to peer modeling with rule; 

15=23.63, S.D.=9.91 without rule; "3c=25.90, S.D.=6.92 for second graders 

exposed to adult modeling with rule; 3£=22.90, S.D.=8.50 without rule; 

35=23.53, S.D.=9.18 for second graders exposed to peer modeling with 

rule; 1?=20.95, S.D. =9.16 without rule). 

The experimental and control groups showed significant differences 

in their mean scores on post and generalization tests. 

Task 3 

A factorial analysis of variance (3x2x2x2) was again performed 

for Task 3 (Adjectives). The obtained pretest performance of the sub

jects in all groups was zero (0.00), which indicated that all the groups 

had initially equal and zero baseline performance. Because of such a 



similarity on pretest performance of subjects in different groups, pretest 

scores were excluded from the final analysis. In analyzing the results 

of subjects' performance at the end of the modeling phase and three days 

after the final modeling session, it was noticed that subjects exposed to 

modeling conditions (with and without rule) showed significantly higher 

performance than subjects in the control group. The results are summa:-

rized in Table 4. 

In Table 4, the F-ratio for the treatment variable (modeling) was 

found to be statistically significant (F=95.07, df 2/216, p <.01). This 

indicated that both adult and peer modeling made a significant impact on 

the performance of all the subjects exposed to modeling conditions. 

There was no difference between rule and no-rule conditions for Task 3. 

Third grade subjects scored higher on this task than second grade 

subjects, as indicated by the F-ratio for grade (F=16.36, df 1/216, 

p ^ .01). With the performance of subjects at the termination of train

ing and at the generalization phase, it was noticed that both second and 

third graders' performance resulted in higher total means for generaliza

tion tests (X=22.79, S.D.=12.85 for third grade subjects exposed to 

adult modeling with rule; X=27.26, S.D.=11.87 without rule; X=27.26,^ 

S.D.=11.72 for third graders exposed to peer modeling with rule; 

50=25.37, S.D.=11.82 without rule; JT=20.16, S.D.=14.19 for second 

grade subjects exposed to adult modeling with rule; X=15.84, S.D.=12.41 
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TABLE 4. A 3x2x2x2 FACTORIAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLE 
FOR TASK 3 

Source 

Between Groups Treatment 227 85981. 11 378. 77 0 .00 
Model 2 37804. 91 18902. 45 95 .07** 
Rule 1 * 71 • 71 0 .00 
Grade 1 3253. 34 3253. 34 16 .36** 
Model x Rule 2 7. 93 3. 97 .02 
Model x Grade 2 1649. 88 824. 94 4 .15* 
Rule x Grade 1 91. 26 91. 26 .46 
Model x Rule x Grade 2 225. 75 112. 88 .57 

Error-A 216 42947. 32 C
D

 
C

O
 

83 0 .00 

Within Groups 227 4753. 00 20. 94 
Testing Phases 1 1068. 43 1068. 43 80 .59** 
Model x Testing Phases 2 606. 27 303. 13 22 .86** 
Rule x Testing Phases 1 • 88 • 88 .07 
Grade x Testing Phases 1 • 88 • 88 .07 
Model x Rule x Testing 

Phases 2 11. 50 5. 75 .43 
Model x Grade x 

Testing Phases 2 24. 77 12. 38 .93 
Rule x Grade x 

Testing Phases 1 • 22 # 22 .02 
Model x Rule x Grade x 

Testing Phases 2 189. 58 94. 79 7 .15** 
Error-B 215 2850. 47 13. 26 0 .00 

*Significant at .05 level. 
**Significant at .01 level. 
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without rule; X=16.16, S.D.=13.45 for second graders exposed to peer 

modeling with rule; X=17.95, S.D.=15.67 without rule). 

The experimental and control groups showed significant differences 

in their mean scores on post and generalization tests. 

Results Related to Interaction Effects 

In addition to the results about main effects, it was noticed that 

certain interaction effects were also found to be statistically significant. 

When an interaction has taken place, it indicates that the levels of one 

variable have operated differently with the levels of other variables. 

The first significant interaction was noticed in relation to performance on 

Task 1 with modeling and rule learning (Table 1). Modeling significantly 

interacted with rule condition (F=4.00, df 2/216, p < .05). This indi

cated that the two modeling conditions made variable effects in the per

formance of subjects under rule and no-rule conditions. 

Similarly, modeling interacted with the experimental phases pro

ducing a significant F-ratio of 11.06 (df 2/215, p< .05). A significant 

interaction of this nature between these two variables in relation to 

Task 1 clearly indicated that the impact of modeling was significantly 

different at posttest and generalization phases of the study. 

On Task 2, it was noticed that the modeling conditions inter

acted significantly with testing phases (Table 3). An interaction F-ratio 

obtained for these two variables was 408.77 (df 2/215, p< .01). 



Therefore, the modeling conditions produced variable results at the 

posttest and generalization phases of the study. 

On the same task, grade also interacted with testing phases. The 

obtained interactive F-ratio for these two variables (F=7.39, df 1/215, 

p< .01) reached statistical significance which candidly indicated that 

second and third graders significantly varied in their performance at two 

testing phases of the study. 

The analysis of data with regard to Task 3 showed the highest 

number of significant interaction effects (Table 4). Modeling conditions 

interacted with grade levels producing an F-ratio of 4.15 (df 2/216, 

p< .05). Performance of subjects of two grade levels, therefore, varied 

under various modeling conditions. Similarly, a significant interaction 

effect existed between modeling and testing phases, indicating differen

tial effect of modeling variable at two testing phases (F=22.86, df 2/215, 

P<.01). 

Finally, all four variables interacted together with regard to 

Task 3. Such an interaction among modeling conditions, rule conditions, 

grade levels, and testing phases was statistically significant. The ob

tained F-ratio was 7.15 (df 2/215, p < .01). As is true with all inter

active effects, whenever interaction exists a general statement with 

regard to a certain variable across all levels of the other variable cannot 

be made. A 4-way interaction in the present situation made it highly 
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difficult to interpret or explain the meaning of such an interaction. Such 

a view is shared by several statisticians (e.g., Hays, 1973) in the re

search domain. 

Results Related to Specific Hypotheses 

This section will contain a restatement of the hypotheses. All 

stated hypotheses will be tested at the .05 level of significance. 

Hypothesis 1 states that there will be no significant differences 

between the subjects of the experimental and control groups in learning 

of grammatical sentences involving rules. Since the effect of the rule 

variable was found to be significant, this hypothesis was rejected at the 

stated alpha level. 

Hypothesis 2 states that there will be no significant differences 

between the subjects of the experimental and control groups in learning 

of grammatical sentences without rules. Since the effect of the rule 

variable was found to be significant, this hypothesis was rejected at the 

stated significance level. 

Hypothesis 3 states that there will be no significant differences 

between the subjects of the two modeling conditions (adult and peer) in 

learning of grammatical sentences involving rules. Since the effect of 

the modeling variable was found to be significant, this hypothesis was 

rejected at the stated alpha level. 



Hypothesis 4 states that there will be no significant differences 

between the subjects of the two modeling conditions (adult and peer) 

in learning of grammatical sentences without rules. Since the effect of 

the modeling variable was found to be significant, this hypothesis was 

rejected at the stated significance level. 

Hypothesis 5 states that there will be no significant differences 

between the subjects' performance (modeling and no-modeling conditions) 

at the termination of training and at the generalization phase. With re

gard to both variables, the modeling and rule conditions were found to be 

significant, and this hypothesis was rejected at the stated alpha level. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION OF RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, 

LIMITATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter is a restatement of the problem, the purpose, related 

literature, and a discussion of the results of the study. Additionally, the 

chapter contains conclusions, limitations of the study, and recommen

dations . 

Summary 

Modeling of the verbal behavior of parents, teacher, peers, and 

other models in the child's immediate environment appears to play an 

extremely important role in regard to children's language learning. Focus

ing on formal educational practices used in the classroom, explicit demon

stration, attentional set, and unsystematic imitation strategies have been 

widely used for many years; however, very little systematic evaluation of 

these techniques has been accomplished. Within the social-learning 

paradigm, there is increasing interest in determining the impact of model

ing combined with other strategies upon children's language production. 

Studies concerned with children's language performance have also 

focused on other aspects of learning, such as concept attainment, gener

alization, retention, rule abstraction, and rule-governed behavior. 
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A number of recent studies have demonstrated that the linguistic 

performance of children is subject to social modification. While not pro

viding information as to the role of systematic modeling in language 

acquisition, these studies suggest the effectiveness of exposure to 

verbal modeling in altering linguistic performance. The development or 

modification of information-seeking behavior has been the focus of atten

tion in several recent studies. 

Most of the studies of modeling and other social-learning vari

ables have approached the problem from an experimental point of view; 

very few studies have used a systematic modeling approach in a class

room situation. The knowledge gained from these research studies has 

immediate implications for classroom use, and many authors recommend 

that future studies focus on the implications of observational learning in 

the naturalistic setting of the classroom. Findings indicate that the pro

cesses underlying language acquisition and production must be gener

alized to the child's normal environment in order to be educationally 

significant. The present study is a natural outgrowth of the need to use 

modeling strategies for facilitating language learning in a classroom 

setting. 

The present study was designed to investigate the effects to two 

different but highly related modeling conditions (adult and peer) on the 

performance of selected verbal language patterns by second and third 



grade students in a classroom setting. Three language patterns were 

selected as tasks. In small groups, differential modeling (adult and 

peer) were carried on simultaneously in the experimental classrooms. 

Within each treatment condition, four successive phases were identified: 

baseline, training, posttest, and generalization. Subjects in all groups 

were tested individually prior to experiment, immediately after the termi

nation of treatment, and three days after the training sessions ended. 

Two elementary schools located in essentially lower-middle 

class neighborhoods were used in the study. From a pool of 242 subjects, 

100 second grade pupils and 100 third grade pupils were randomly se

lected and randomly assigned to one of five treatment conditions: adult 

modeling with rule; adult modeling without rule; peer modeling with rule; 

peer modeling without rule; no-model no-rule control group. 

The adult models, peer models, and volunteer research assistants 

were trained by the investigator prior to the study. The second and third 

grade teachers in the two schools acted as adult models for small groups 

of subjects. Each of the classroom teachers acted as a model for one 

group exposed to modeling with rule and for one group exposed to modeling 

without rule. Each of the peer models acted as a model for one group of 

subjects exposed to modeling with rule and for one group exposed to 

modeling without rule. Parents from the school community acted as 

volunteer research assistants and administered the pretest, posttests, 
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and generalization tests. The 40-item tests were administered 

individually, and the subjects' verbal responses were recorded on the 

protocols. 

The language patterns chosen as tasks were: (1) pronouns in the 

subject position, (2) past tense and participle of selected irregular verbs, 

and (3) embedment of selected adjectives. For each task, the treatment 

groups were exposed to three 15-minute sessions on three consecutive 

days in regular classrooms provided for that purpose. While the modeling 

sessions were in progress, the subjects in the no-model no-rule control 

groups and all other second and third graders not taking part in the study 

were provided with recreational activities in another area of the schools. 

Results of the Study 

The performance on all three tasks was analyzed using a 3 (model

ing conditions) x 2 (rule conditions) x 2 (grade levels) x 2 (testing 

phases) factorial analysis of variance with repeated measure on the 

dependent variable. Regarding Task 1 (Pronouns), analysis of the sub

ject's performance revealed statistically significant main effects for 

modeling condition and rule condition. Subjects exposed to adult and 

peer modeling with rule performed at the same level, but subjects ex

posed to adult modeling without rule performed significantly better than 

subjects exposed to peer modeling without rule. Analysis also revealed 
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a significant model x rule interaction and a significant model x testing 

phase interaction. 

Similarly, statistically significant treatment effects were found 

with regard to Task 2. Modeling conditions produced significantly better 

results for subjects at both grade levels. It was noticed that the per

formance of subjects exposed to adult and peer modeling was highly 

similar in both rule conditions. In addition to significant main effects, 

two interaction effects (modeling x testing phases and grade x testing 

phases) were found to be significant. 

Analysis of the subjects' responses on Task 3 (Adjectives) re

vealed a statistically significant modeling condition main effect; how

ever, there was no significant difference between rule and no-rule 

conditions. Subjects' performance was noticed to be similar whether 

exposed to adult or peer modeling, with or without rule. Model x grade, 

model x testing phases, and model x rule x grade x testing phases inter

actions were found to be significant. 

In all three:tasks, the grade level was a statistically significant 

main effect, with third grade subjects performing higher than second 

grade subjects in all modeling and rule conditions and at the termination 

of training and generalization. 
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Conclusions 

The major finding of the present study indicated that both adult 

and peer modeling are effective in facilitating the production of compli

cated language learning by second and third grade students. Specifically, 

the following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 

1. Adult and peer modeling with rule appear to be equally effec

tive in facilitating the use of pronouns in the subject position, past 

tense and participles of irregular verbs, and the embedment of adjectives. 

2. Adult modeling without rule seems to be more effective (than 

peer) regarding pronouns. 

3. Peer modeling without rule appeared to be equally effective 

(to adult) in generating the use of verbs and adjectives. 

4. Third grade subjects scored consistently higher than second 

grade subjects in all treatment conditions. 

5. Both second and third graders scored higher on generalization 

tests (than posttests) in the use of pronouns and adjectives. 

6. Both second and third grade subjects' scores at generaliza

tion remained the same as the posttest scores regarding the use of 

verbs. 

Limitations 

Inherent in the design of the present study are those difficulties 

caused by operating in a naturalistic environment. Even with a carefully 



designed and implemented experiment, it is impossible to control all the 

variables when operating in the field. Some of the disadvantages of 

operating in a natural setting were decreased by using large sample and 

double randomization procedures; however, certain limitations must be 

mentioned. 

1. The interpretation of results was complicated by utilizing 

more highly complex language patterns than those often used in studies 

designed to study the impact of modeling. 

2. The limitations of time did not permit the extension of the 

treatment phase over a greater number of daily sessions. 

3. Retention over a long period of time was not built into the 

design of the present study. 

4. The psychometric qualities of nonstandardized tests are open 

to question. When standardized tests suited to the design of a study 

are not available, it becomes'necessary to design instruments and take 

into account that the interpretation of the results will be more difficult 

and less valid. 

Recommendations 

The effectiveness of adult modeling procedures suggests that 

classroom teachers can be used as effective verbal models capable of 

influencing children's language production using systematic modeling 

procedures. The results also suggest that adults other than classroom 



teachers could be trained to work with small groups of children on 

specific language tasks. These paraprofessionals constitute another 

dimension of adult modeling which should be explored by further research 

studies. 

Since the results of the study suggest that peer modeling holds 

considerable promise, student tutors could be trained to act as language 

models for younger children. Another type of peer modeling, the use of 

models who are the same age and grade as the observers, should be 

explored by further research. 

Training of adult and peer models should be carried out by con

sultants who are equally well versed in children's language production 

and the implementation of modeling and other social-learning strategies. 

The present study should be replicated using revised scripts for 

the same language patterns in order to ascertain if the treatment condi

tions could be more effective as a result of more effective modeling 

scripts. Other language patterns of equal or greater complexity should be 

studied in classroom settings. Variations of the design should include 

classroom teachers and paraprofessionals as adult models and older and 

same-age students as peer models. 

Another area for study is the optimal age at which various lan

guage patterns should be modeled. Studies comparing the performance of 

students of different age and grade levels from linguistically advantaged 



and linguistically disadvantaged backgrounds hold promise, since 

modeling appears to have excellent possibilities as an intervention 

strategy. 

Despite the limitations inherent in field experimentation, the 

immediate educational needs of students demand that some degree of 

control be sacrificed in order to bridge the existing gap between educa

tional research and practical application. There is an urgent need for 

healthy research-practice interaction. Differential modeling is an ex

portable teaching mode which suggests a wide variety of classroom 

applications. 



APPENDIX A 

PRETEST-POSTTEST, TASK 1 (PRONOUNS) 

Task 1: Pronouns Name: 
Pretest * Posttest S/Tch/Gr.. 

Date: 

1. RA: "I would like you to tell in your own words that Snoopy and you 
are sitting on the chairs. Remember this and tell me who are 
sitting on the chairs." 

2. RA: I would like you to tell in your own words that Charlie Brown 
and you are sitting on the chairs. Remember this and tell me 
who are sitting on the chairs. 

3. RA: I would like you to tell in your own words that Lucy and you 
are sitting on the chairs. Remember this and tell me who are 
sitting on the chairs. 

4. RA: I would like you to tell in your own words that Snoopy, Lucy, 
Charlie Brown and you are sitting on the chairs. Remember 
this and tell me who are sitting on the chairs. 

5. RA: You and Snoopy do not like spinach. Remember this and tell 
me in your own words who do not like spinach. 

6. RA: You and Snoopy do like to fly kites. Remember this and tell 
me in your own words who like to fly kites. 

7. RA: You and Lucy are unhappy. Remember this and tell me in your 
own words who are unhappy. 

8. RA: You and Charlie Brown are happy. Remember this and tell me 
in your own words who are happy. 

9. RA: Snoopy and you read books. Remember this and tell me in 
your own words who read books. 
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10. RA: 

11. RA: 

12. RA: 

13. RA: 

14. RA: 

15. RA: 

16. RA: 

17. RA: 

18. RA: 

19. RA: 

20. RA: 

RA: 

Lucy and you read books. Remember this and tell me in your 
own words who read books. 

Charlie Brown and you play baseball. Remember this and tell 
me in your own words who plays baseball. 

Charlie Brown, Lucy, Snoopy and you play baseball. Remember 
this and tell me in your own words who play baseball. 

You and Snoopy are sitting on the chairs. Remember this and 
tell me in your own words who are sitting on the chairs. 

You and Lucy are sitting on the chairs. Remember this and tell 
me in your own words who are sitting on the chairs. 

You and Charlie Brown are sitting on the chairs. Remember 
this and tell me in your own words who are sitting on the 
chairs. 

You, Snoopy, Lucy and Charlie Brown are sitting on the chairs. 
Remember this and tell me in your own words who are sitting on 
the chairs. 

You, Snoopy and Lucy are going to the movies. Remember this 
and tell me in your own words who are going to the movies. 

You, Charlie Brown and Lucy have a red wagon. Remember 
this and tell me in your own words who have a reg wagon. 

Lucy, Snoopy,and you watch TV. Remember this and tell me 
in your own words who watch TV. 

Lucy, Charlie Brown and you watch TV. Remember this and 
tell me in your own words who watch TV. 

"In talking, we all use 'he' or 'him' when speaking of boys 
and 'she' or 'her' when speaking of girls. Remember to use 
those words—'he' or 'him' for boys and 'she' or 'her' for girls." 
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21. RA: I would like you to tell in your own words that Snoopy and you 
are sitting on the chairs.. Remember this and tell me who are 
sitting on the chairs. 

22. RA: I would like you to tell in your own words that Charlie Brown a 
and you are sitting on the chairs. Remember this and tell me 
who are sitting in the chairs. 

2 3. RA: I would like you to tell in your own words that Lucy and you 
are sitting on the chairs. Remember this and tell me who are 
sitting on the chairs. 

24. RA: I would like you to tell in your own words that Snoopy, Lucy, 
Charlie Brown and you are sitting on the chairs. Remember 
this and tell me who are sitting on the chairs. 

RA: "In talking, we all use 'he' or 'him' when speaking of boys and 
'she' or 'her' when speaking of girls. Remember to use those 
words—'he' or 'him' for boys and 'she' or 'her' for girls." 

25. RA: You and Snoopy do not like spinach. Remember this and tell me 
in your own words who do not like spinach. 

26. RA: You and Snoopy do like to fly kites. Remember this and tell me 
in your words who like to fly kites. 

27. RA: You and Lucy are unhappy. Remember this and tell me in your 
own words who are unhappy. 

28. RA: You and Charlie Brown are happy. Remember this and tell me 
in your own words who are happy. 

RA: "In talking, we all use 'he' or 'him' when speaking of boys and 
'she' .or 'her' when speaking of girls. Remember to use those 
words—'he' or 'him' for boys and 'she' or 'her' for girls." 

29. RA: Snoopy and you read books. Remember this and tell me in 
your own words who read books. 

30. RA: Lucy and you read books. Remember this and tell me in your 
own words who read books. 

31. RA: Charlie Brown and you play baseball. Remember this and tell 
me in your own words who plays baseball. 
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32. RA: Charlie Brown, Lucy, Snoopy and you play baseball. Remember 
this and tell me in your own words who are sitting on the 
chairs. 

RA: "In talking, we all use 'he' or 'him' when speaking of boys and 
'she' or 'her' when speaking of girls. Remember to use those 
words—'he' or 'him' for boys and 'she' or 'her' for girls. 

33. RA: You and Snoopy are sitting on the chairs. Remember this and 
tell me in your own words who are sitting on the chairs. 

34. RA: You and Lucy are sitting on the chairs. Remember this and 
tell me in your own words who are sitting on the chairs. 

35. RA: You and Charlie Brown are sitting on the chairs. Remember 
this and tell me in your own words who are sitting on the 
chairs. 

36. RA: You, Snoopy, Lucy and Charlie Brown are sitting on the chairs. 
Remember this and tell me in your own words who are sitting 
on the chairs. 

RA: "In talking, we all use 'he1 or 'him' when speaking of boys and 
'she' or 'her' when speaking of girls. Remember to use those 
words—'he' or 'him' for boys and 'she' or 'her' for girls. 

37. RA: You, Snoopy and Lucy are going to the movies. Remember this 
and tell me in your own words who are going to the movies. 

38. RA: You, Charlie Brown and Lucy have a red wagon. Remember this 
and tell me in your own words who have a red wagon. 

39. RA: Lucy, Snoopy and you watch TV. Remember this and tell me 
in your own words who watch TV. 

40. RA: Lucy, Charlie Brown and you watch TV. Remember this and 
tell me in your own words who watch TV. 



APPENDIX B 

GENERALIZATION TEST, TASK 1 ( PRONOUNS) 

Task 1: Pronouns Name: 
Generalization Test S/Tch/Rm ; 

Date 

RA: "Remember what you said and did when you were with Snoopy, 
Lucy and Charlie Brown? Let's talk about yourself and others. 
I am interested in what you way. 

1. Tell me in your own words that Linda and you like picnics. 

2. Tell me in your own words that Bill and you play ball. 

3. Tell me in your own words that Ricky and you have fun. 

4. Tell me in your own words that Linda, Bill, Ricky and you are happy. 

5. Tell me in your own words that you and Rags run fast. 

6. Tell me in your own words that you and Midnight see Bill. 

7. Tell me in your own words that you and Linda see Bill. 

8. Tell me in your own words that you, Mother and Daddy come home. 

9. Tell me in your own words that Bill and vou read books. 

10. Tell me in your own words that Bill and vou watch TV. 

11. Tell me in your own words that you and Mother are tired. 

12. Tell me in your own words that you and Daddv are hunarv. 

13. Tell me in your own words that you and Linda like TV. 

14. Tell me in your own words that you and Bill like books. 

15. Tell me in your own words that you and Raas are tired. 

16. Tell me in your own words that you and Midniaht are hunarv. 

17. Tell me in your own words that you and Rickv walk home. 

18. Tell me in your own words that you and Bill work hard. 
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19. Tell me in your own words that Linda and you. walk home. 

20. Tell me in your own words that Mother, Daddy and you work hard. 

RA: "Remember what you said and did when you were with Snoopy, 
Lucy and Charlie Brown? Let's talk about yourself and others. 
I am interested in what you say. 

21. Tell me in your own words that Linda and you like picnics. 

22. Tell me in your own words that Bill and you play ball. 

23. Tell me in your own words that Ricky and you have fun. 

24. Tell me in your own words that Linda, Bill, Ricky and you are happy. 

RA: "Remember what you said and did when you were with Snoopy, 
Lucy and Charlie Brown? Let's talk about yourself and others. 
I am interested in what you say. 

25. Tell me in your own words that you and Rags run fast. 

26. Tell me in your own words that you and Midnight see Bill. 

27. Tell me in your own words that you and Linda see Bill. 

28. Tell me in your own words that you, Mother and Daddy come home. 

RA: "Remember what you said and did when you were with Snoopy, 
Lucy and Charlie Brown? Let's talk about yourself and others. 
I am interested in what you say. 

29. Tell me in your own words that Bill and you read books. 

30. Tell me in your own words that Bill and you watch TV. 

31. Tell me in your own words that you and Mother are tired. 

32. Tell me in your own words that you and Daddy are hungry. 

. RA: "Remember what you said and did when you wer6 with Snoopy, 
Lucy and Charlie Brown? Let's talk about yourself and others. 
I am interested in what you say. 

33. Tell me in your own words that you and Linda like TV. 

34. Tell me in your own words that you and Bill like books. 
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35. Tell me in your own words that you and Rags are tired. 

36. Tell me in your own words that you and Midnight are hungry. 

RA: "Remember what you said and did when you were with Snoopy, 
Lucy and Charlie Brown? Let's talk about yourself and others. 
I am interested in what you say. 

37. Tell me in your own words that you and Ricky walk home. 

38. Tell me in your own words that you and Bill work hard. 

39. Tell me in your own words that Linda and you walk home. 

40. Tell me in your own words Mother, Daddy and you work hard. 



APPENDIX C 

PRETEST-POSTTEST, TASK 2 (VERBS) 

Task 2: Verbs Name: 
Pretest * Posttest S/Tch/Gr 

Date 

RA: "Please help me complete some sentences. Listen very carefully." 

Lucy and Charlie Brown sing. 
Today they sing. 

1. Yesterday they . 
2. They have . 

The bells ring. 
Today they ring. 

3. Yesterday they . 
4. They have . 

Lucy and Charlie drink coke. 
Today they drink coke. 

5. Yesterday they coke. 
6. They have coke. 

The toy boats sink. 
Today they sink. 

7. Yesterday they . 
8. They have . 

Charlie Brown and Snoopy run. 
Today they run. 

9. Yesterday they . 
10. They have . 

The movies begin. 
Today they begin. 

11. Yesterday they . 
12. They have . 

Clouds bring rain. 
Today they bring rain. 

13. Ye sterday they rain. 
14. They have ra in. 
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(Use names of teachers in child's grade') 
and teach school. 

Today they teach school. 
15. Yesterday they . school. 
16. They have school. 

Snoopy and Charlie throw baseballs. 
Today they throw baseballs. 

17. Yesterday they baseballs. 
18. Thev have baseballs. 

Lucy and Charlie know Snoopy. 
Today they know Snoopy. 

19. Yesterday they Snoopy. 
20. They have Snoopy. 

Snoopy runs. 
Today he runs. 

21. Yesterday he . 
22. He has „. 

Lucy drinks lemonade. 
Today she drinks lemonade. 

23. Yesterday she lemonade. 
24. She has lemonade. 

Charlie Brown sings. 
Today he sings. 

25. Yesterday he . 
26. He has .. 

The rock sinks. 
Today it sinks. 

27. Yesterday it . 
28. It has 

Charlie throws the ball. 
Today he throws it. 

29. Yesterday he it. 
30. He has it. 

The bell rings. 
Today it rings. 

31. Yesterday it _. 
32. It has . 
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The show begins. 
Today it begins. 

33. Yesterday it . 
34. It has . 

Lucy brings lunch. 
Today she brings it. 

35. Yesterday she it. 
36. She has it. 

Snoopy knows Lucy. 
Today he knows her. 

37. Yesterday he her. 
38. He has her. 

(Name of child's teacher) teaches school. 
Today she teaches. 

39. Yesterday she . 
40. She has . 



APPENDIX D 

GENERALIZATION TEST, TASK 2 (VERBS) 

Task 2: Verbs Name: 
Generalization test S/Tch/Gr 

Date 

RA: "Remember that there are certain ways of talking about what has 
already happened. How would you complete these sentences?" 

1. Bill runs very fast. He has very fast. 

2. Ricky and Bill throw basketballs after school. Yesterday they 
basketballs after school. 

3. Midnight drinks milk every morning. She has milk 
every morning. 

4. Mother and Daddy ring the dinner bell to call the children. Yester
day they the dinner bell to call the children. 

5. Linda sings many songs to her doll. Yesterday she • 
many songs to her doll. 

6. Linda and Bill begin to ride the bus. Yesterday they to 
ride the bus. 

7. Rags brings the ball to Ricky. He has the ball to Ricky. 

8. Bill and Linda teach Ricky how to play a game. They have 
Ricky how to play a game. 

9. In science class, a heavy object sinks in water. Yesterday it 
in water. 

10. Ricky knows how to write his name. Yesterday he how 
to write his name. 

11. Bill and Dick know each other for a long time. They have 
each other for a long time. 

12. Storms at sea sink ships. They have ships. 

13. Mother teaches Linda how to sew. Yesterday she Linda 
how to sew. 
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14. Linda and Rags run to Ricky. Yesterday they to Ricky. 

15. Mother and Daddy bring the children home. Yesterday they 
the children home. 

16. Bill rings the doorbell. He has the doorbell. 

17. Linda and Bill drink milk with every meal. Yesterday they 
milk with every meal. 

18. Ricky and Linda sing loudly. They have loudly. 

19. Sally and Ricky begin to cry. They have to cry. 

20. Linda throws away her broken toys. She has away 
her broken toys. 

21. Ricky and Bill throw the ball to each other. They have the 
ball to each other. 

22. Linda begins to clean her room. She has to clean her 
room. 

23. Sally sings softly to her dolls. She has softly to her dolls. 

24. Ricky drinks coke at the park. Yesterday he coke at the 
park. 

25. The children ring the doorbell. They have the doorbell. 

26. Linda brings Sally home from the park. Yestarday she 
Sally home from the park. 

27. Midnight runs to meet the children. Yesterday she to 
meet the children. 

28. Daddy teaches Bill how to play chess. Yesterday he Bill 
how to play chess. 

29. A rock sinks in the lake. It has in the lake. 

30. Bill and Dick know how to swim. They have how to 
swim since last summer. 

31. Sometimes toy boats sink in the bathtub. Yesterday they 
in the bathtub. 

32. Bill teaches Ricky how to play ball. He has Ricky how to 
play ball. 
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33. Mother and Daddy bring a surprise to the children. They have 
a surprise to the children. 

34. Ricky and Sally sing to their pets. Yesterday they to their 
pets. 

35. Miss Jones rings the bell after recess. Yesterday she the 
bell after recess. 

36. Linda and Bill drink milk today. They have milk today. 

37. Jane throws the ball to Sally. Yesterday she the ball to 
Sally. 

38. Bill and his friends run to the corner. They have to 
the corner. 

39. Ricky begins to do his homework. Yesterday he to do his 
homework. 

40. Linda knows how to swim. She has how to swim since last 
summer. 



APPENDIX E 

PRETEST-POSTTEST, TASK 3 (ADJECTIVES) 

Task 3: Adjectives Name: 
Pretest * Posttest S/Tch/Gr 

Date 

RA: "I am going to say some sentences. I would like you to put these 
sentences together without using 'and.' Listen carefully.. .(read 
sentences)... Can you think of any way to put these sentences to
gether into one sentence without using 'and'? (Repeat sentences)" 

1. The balloon is big. 
The balloon is red. 
The balloon belongs to Ricky. 

2. The horse is tall. 
The horse is gray. 
The horse is named Smokey. 

3. Clouds are fluffy. 
Clouds are white. 
Coulds move fast. 

4. The dress is pretty. 
The dress is pink. 
The dress fits Linda's doll. 

5. The lady is little. 
The lady is old. 
The lady is Gingerbread Boy's mother. 

6. The elephant is large. 
The elephant is young. 
The elephant likes the circus. 

7. Children are noisy. 
Children are happy. 
Children play outdoors. 

8. Drivers are, safe. 
Drivers are careful. 
Drivers obey the traffic signals. 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19, 

20 ,  
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Mountains are steep. 
Mountains are rocky. 
Mountains look purple in evening. 

The train is long. 
The train is slow. 
The train has many boxcars. 

Candy is hard. 
Candy is peppermint. 
Candy is Bill's favorite. 

The kitten is cute. 
The kitten is little. 
The kitten belongs to Jay. 

Lightning is bright. 
Lightning is scary. 
Lightning makes the baby cry. 

The boy is good. 
The boy is little. 
The boy pleases his teacher. 

Rover is friendly. 
Rover is quiet. 
Rover is my dog. 

The rain is heavy. 
The rain is driving. 
The rain fills the arroyo. 

Mr. Day is tall. 
Mr. Day is unhappy. 
Mr. Day walks slowly. 

The boys are hungry. 
The boys are tired. 
The boys wait for supper. 

• 

Joe is mean. 
Joe is angry. 
Joe is fighting with us. 

The apple is Juicy. 
The apple is red. 
The apple tastes good. 
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22  

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

The balloon is big. 
The balloon is round 
The balloon is red. 
The balloon belongs to Ricky. 

The horse is tall. 
The horse is handsome. 
The horse is gray. 
The horse is named Smokey. 

Clouds are large. 
Clouds are fluffy. 
Coulds are white. 
Clouds move fast. 

The dress is pretty. 
The dress is pink. 
The dress is silk. 
The dress fits Linda's doll. 

The lady is kind. 
The lady is little. 
The lady is old. 
The lady is Gingerbread Boy's mother 

The elephant is large. 
The elephant is talented. 
The elephant is young. 
The elephant likes the circus. 

Lions are huge. 
Lions are shaggy. 
Lions are hungry. 
Lions roar loudly. 

The apple is big. 
The apple is red. 
The apple is juicy. 
The apple tastes good. 

Rover is friendly. 
Rover is old. 
Rover is quiet. 
Rover is my dog. 



30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 
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Mountains are high. 
Mountains are steep. 
Mountains are rocky. 
Mountains look purple in evening. 

The ball is small. 
The ball is blue. 
The ball belongs to Susie. 

The hat is pretty. 
The hat is yellow. 
The hat belongs to Jane. 

The sun is bright. 
The sun is orange. 
The sun is setting. 

Ice cream is soft. 
Ice cream is chocolate. 
Ice cream is Dick's favorite. ' 

The man is tired. 
The man is young. 
The man walks slowly. 

Children are quiet. 
Children are interested. 
Children read books. 

The doll is cute. 
The doll is little. 
The doll belongs to Jay's sister. 

The dress is pretty. 
The dress is green. 
The dress is new. 

Clowns are funny. 
Clowns are noisy. 
Clowns make us laugh. 

The car is shiny. 
The car is black. 
The car wins the race. 



APPENDIX F 

GENERALIZATION TEST, TASK 3 (ADJECTIVES) 

Task 3: Adjectives Name: 
Generalization Test S/Tch/Gr 

Date 

RA: "Remember there are ways of putting sentences together. I would 
like you to make up sentences and then put them together." (Copy 
exactly what child dictates...) 
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APPENDIX G 

MODELS' SCRIPT W/RULE, TASK 1 

Task 1: Pronouns 
Models' Script 

Modeling with rule 

Watch how I use certain words in talking about Snoopy, Lucy, Charlie 
Brown and myself. Watch me and listen carefully. 

Snoopy and I... 
Snoopy is here. 
I am here. 
Snoopy and I are here. 

Charlie Brown and I... 
Charlie Brown is here. 
I am here. 
Charlie Brown and I are here. 

Lucy and I... 
Lucy is here. 
I am here. 
Lucy and I are here. 

Always speak of others first, then speak of yourself. Watch me and 
listen carefully. 

Lucy and I... 
Lucy likes to read. 
I like to read. 
Lucy and I like to read. 

Snoopy and I... 
Snoopy is happy. 
I am happy. 
Snoopy and I are happy. 

Charlie Brown and I... 
Charlie Brown likes baseball. 
I like baseball. 
Charlie Brown and I like baseball. 
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At the beginning of a sentence, speak of others first, then speak of 
yourself as "I" . Watch me and listen carefully. 

Me am glad to see you? 
I am glad to see you. 
Me and Charlie are glad to see you? 
Charlie and I are glad to see you. 
Charlie Brown and I... 

Me am here? 
I am here. 
Me and Lucy are here? 
Lucy and I are here. 
Lucy and I... 

Me has fun at school? 
I have fun at school. 
Me and Lucy have fun at school ? 
Lucy and I have fun at school. 
Lucy and I... 

When you speak of yourself, "I" sounds best at the beginning of a sen
tence. Speak of others first, then speak of yourself as "I". Watch me 
and listen carefully. 

He and I... 
Snoopy is here. 
He is here. 
I am here. 
He and I are here. 

He and I... 
Charlie Brown is here. 
He is here. 
I am here. 
He and I are here. 

She and I... 
Lucy is here. 
She is here. 
I am here. 
She and I are here. 
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When you use "he" and "she" instead of names, speak of others first, 
then speak of yourself as "I", "he, she, and I..Watch me and 
listen carefully. 

Snoopy and I... 
He and I... 
He and I think this is fun. 

Snoopy, Lucy, and I... 
He, she and I... 
He, she, and I think this is fun 

Charlie Brown and I... 
He and I... 
He and I think you remember very well. 

Remember—always speak of others first. Then speak of yourself. At the 
beginning of a sentence, speak of others first, then yourself as "I". 
When you speak of yourself, "I" sounds best at the beginning of a sen
tence. . .when you use "he" and "she" instead of names, speak of others 
first, then speak of yourself as "I". 



APPENDIX H 

MODELS' SCRIPT W/OUT RULE, TASK 1 

Task: Pronouns 
Models' Script 

Modeling without rule 

Watch how I use certain words in talking about Snoopy, Lucy, Charlie 
Brown and myself. Watch me and listen carefully. 

Snoopy and I... 
Snoopy is here. 
I am here. 
Snoopy and I are here. 

Charlie Brown and I •.. 
Charlie Brown is here. 
I am here. 
Charlie Brown and I are here. 

Lucy and I... 
Lucy is here. 
I am here. 
Lucy and I are here. 

Watch me and listen carefully. 

Lucy and I... 
Lucy likes to read. 
I like to read. 
Luch and I like to read. 

Snoopy and I... 
Snoopy is happy. 
I am happy. 
Snoopy and I are happy. 

Charlie Brown and I... 
Charlie Brown likes baseball. 
I like baseball. 
Charlie Brown and I like baseball. 
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Watch me and listen carefully. 

Me am glad to see you? 
I am glad to see you. 
Me and Charlie Brown are glad to see you 
Charlie Brown and I are glad to see you. 
C h a r l i e  B r o w n  a n d  I . . .  

Me am here? 
I am here. 
Me and Lucy are here ? 
Lucy and I are here. 
Lucy and I... 

Me has fun at school? 
I have fun at school. 
Me and Lucy have fun at school? 
Lucy and I have fun at school. 
Lucy and I... 

Watch me and listen carefully. 

He and I... 
Snoopy is here. 
He is here. 
I am here. 
He and I are here. 

He and I... 
Charlie Brown is here. 
He is here. 
I am here. 
He and I are here. 

She and I... 
Lucy is here. 
She is here. 
I am here. 
She and I are here. 

Watch me and listen carefully. 

Snoopy and I... 
He and I... 
He thinks this is fun. 
I think this is fun. 
He and I think this is fun. 



Snoopy, Lucy, and I... 
He, she, and I... 
He thinks this is fun. 
She thinks this is fun. 
I think this is fun. 
He, she and I think this is fun. 

Charlie Brown and I... 
He and I... 
Charlie Brown thinks you remember very well. 
I think you remember very well. 
He and I think you remember very well. 



APPENDIX I 

MODELS' SCRIPT W/RULE, TASK 2 
Task: Verbs 
Modeling with rule 

I am speaking about what is happening and what has happened in the past. 
Listen very carefully and see if you hear when words are alike and when 
they are different.. .and why. 

1. Charlie Brown sings 
Today he sings. 
Yesterday he sang. 
He has sung. 

Lucy and Charlie sing. 
Today they sing. 
Yesterday they sang. 
They have sung. 

2. The bell rings. 
Today it rings. 
Yesterday it rang. 
It has rung. 

The bells ring. 
Today they ring. 
Yesterday they rang. 
They have rung. 

3. Lucy drinks lemonade. 
Today she drinks lemonade. 
Yesterday she drank lemonade. 

Lucy and Charlie drink milk. 
Today they drink milk. 
Yesterday they drank milk. 
They have drunk milk. 

4. The rock sinks in the water. 
Today it sinks. 
Yesterday it sank. 
It has sunk. 
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sing.. .sang.. .have sung... 
r i n g . .  . r a n g . .  . h a v e  r u n g . . . .  
When it is past, 

sing becomes sang 
ring becomes rang 

When has or have is a. partner, 
sing becomes sung 
ring becomes rung 

(repeat sequence) 

Drink.. .drank.. .have drunk... 
S i n k . .  . s a n k . .  . h a v e  s u n k . . .  
When it is past, 

drink becomes drank 
sink becomes sank 

When has or have is a partner, 
drink becomes drunk 
sink becomes sunk 

(repeat sequence) 
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The toy boats sink. 
Today they sink. 
Yesterday they sank. 
They have sunk. 

5. Snoopy runs. 
Today he runs. 
Yesterday he ran. 
He has run. 

Charlie Brown and Snoopy run. 
Today they run. 
Yesterday they ran. 
They have run. 

Run.. .ran.. .have run... 
Begin.. .began.. .have begun.. 
When it is past, 

run becomes ran 
begin becomes began 

When has or have is a partner, 
run stays run 
begin becomes begun 

(repeat sequence) 

6. The show begins. 
Today it begins. 
Yesterday it began. 
It has begun. 

The movies begin. 
Today they begin. 
Yesterday they began. 
They have begun. 

7. Charlie throws the ball. 
Today he throws it. 
Yesterday he threw it. 
He has thrown it. 

Snoopy and Charlie throw balls. 
Today they throw balls. 
Yesterday they threw ball. 
They have thrown balls. 

Throw.. .threw.. .have thrown.. 
Know.. .knew.. .have known... 
When it is past, 

throw becomes threw 
know becomes knew 

When has or have is a partner, 
throw becomes thrown 
know becomes known 

8. Snoopy knows Lucy. 
Today he knows her. 
Yesterday he knew her. 
He has known her. 

Lucy and Charlie know Snoopy. 
Today they know Snoopy. 
Yesterday they knew Snoopy. 
They have known Snoopy. 
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9. Lucy brings lunch. 
Today she brings it. 
Yesterday she brought it. 
She has brought it. 

Clouds bring rain. 
Today they bring rain. 
Yesterday they brought rain. 
They have brought rain. 

10. Mrs. Clark teaches school. 
Today she teaches. 
Yesterday she taught. 
She has taught. 

Miss Jay and Mrs. Clark teach. 
' Today they teach. 
Yesterday they taught. 
They have taught. 

Bring.. .brought,.. have brought 
Teach.. .taught.. .have taught 
When it is past, 

bring becomes brought 
teach becomes taught 

When has or have is a partner, 
bring becomes brought 
teach becomes taught 



APPENDIX J 

MODELS' SCRIPT W/OUT RULE, TASK 2 
Task 2: Verbs 
Models' Script 
Modeling - no rule 

I am speaking about what is. happening and what has happened in the past. 
Listen very carefully and see if you hear when words are alike and when 
they are different.. .and why. 

1. Charlie Brown sings. sing.. .sang.. .have sung 
Today he sings. 
Yesterday he sang. 
He has sung. 

Lucy and Charlie sing. 
Today they sing. 
Yesterday the sang. 
They have sung. 

2. The bell rings. ring...rang... have rung 
Today it rings. 
Yesterday it rang. 
It has rung. 

The bells ring. 
Today they ring. 
Yesterday they rang. 
They have rung. 

3. Lucy drinks lemonade. drink.. .drank.. .have drunk 
Today she drinks lemonade. 
Yesterday she drank lemonade. 
She has drunk lemonade. 

Lucy and Charlie drink milk. 
Today they drink milk. 
Yesterday they drank milk. 
They have drunk milk. 

4. The rock sinks in the water. sink.. .sank.. .have sunk 
Today it sinks. 
Yesterday it sank. 
It has sunk. 
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The toy boats sink. 
Today they sink. 
Yesterday the sank. 
They have sunk. 

5. Snoopy runs. run.. .ran.. .have run... 
Today he runs. 
Yesterday he ran. 
He has run. 

Charlie Brown and Snoopy run. 
Today they run. 
Yesterday they sank. 
They have sunk. 

6. The show begins. begin.. .began.. .have begun 
Today it begins. 
Yesterday it began. 
It has begun. 

The movies begin 
Today they begin. 
Yesterday they began. 
They have begun. 

7. Charlie throws the ball. throw threw—have thrown 
Today he throws it. 
Yesterday he threw it. 
He has thrown it. 

Snoopy and Charlie throw balls. 
Today they throw balls. 
Yesterday they threw balls. 
They have thrown balls. 

8. Snoopy knows Lucy. know.. .knew.. .have known 
Today he knows her. 
Yesterday he knew her. 
He has known her, 

Lucy and Charlie know Snoopy 
Today they know Snoopy. 
Yesterday they knew him. 
They have known him. 
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9. Lucy brings lunch. bring.. .brought.. .have 
Today she brings it. brought 
Yesterday she brought it. 
She has brought it. 

Clouds bring rain. 
Today they bring rain. 
Yesterday they brought rain. 
They have brought rain. 

10. Mrs. Clark teaches school. teach.. .taught.. .have taught 
Today she teaches. 
Yesterday she taught. 
She has taught. 

Miss Jay and Mrs. Clark teach. 
Today they teach. 
Yesterday they taught. 
They have taught. 



APPENDIX K 

MODELS' SCRIPT W/RULE, TASK 3 

Task 3: Adjectives 
Modeling with rule. 

Some words describe or tell about other things. In the following two 
sentences, "big red" are words that tell about balloon. 

The balloon is big. 
The balloon is red. 

We can put these words together by saying: 
The big red balloon.... We do not need "and" to help us. 

In the following three sentences, I will put the sentences together into 
one sentence without using "and" by saying the words that describe or 
tell about "balloon" before saying ballow. 

The balloon is big. 
The balloon is red. 
The balloon belongs to Ricky. 
The big red balloon belongs to Ricky. 

When I put the sentences together without using "and" I do not change 
the meaning. 

Now let me put other sentences together. 
The cat is friendly. (I say the words that describe or tell 
The cat is black. about.. .before saying.. .* 
The cat is named Midnight. 

I would say: The friendly black cat is named Midnight. 

*The coat is warm. *Clowns are noisy. 
The coat is green. Clowns are funny. 
The coat is on the hanger. Clowns are making people laugh. 

(The warm green coat is on the hanger) (Noisy funny clowns are making 
people laugh) 

*The dog is small. 
The dog is brown. 
The dog runs very fast. 

(The small brown dog runs very 
f a s t )  

•Drivers are safe. 
Drivers are careful. 
Drivers obey the traffic signals. 

(Safe careful drivers obey the 
traffic signals) 
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*Trees are tall. 
Trees are green. 
Trees grow along the river. 

(Tall green trees grow along the 
river) 

*The man is little. 
The man is old. 
The man walks slowly 

(The littl§ old man walks slowly) 

*The car is long. 
The car is blue. 
The car wins the race. 

(The long blue car wins the race) 

•Children are quiet. 
Children are interested. 
Children listen to the story. 

(Quiet, interested children listen 
to the story) 



APPENDIX L 

MODELS' SCRIPT W/OUT RULE, TASK 3 

Task 3: Adjectives 
Modeling without rule. 

I am going to say some sentences. I want you to listen and watch me 
carefully as I put these sentences together without using "and." When 
I put these sentences together without using "and," I do not change the 
meaning. 

The balloon is big. 
The balloon is red. 
The balloon belongs to Ricky. 
The big red balloon belongs to Ricky. 

Suppose I put these sentences together without using "and" 
The cat is friendly. 
The cat is black. 
The cat is named Midnight. 

I would say: The friendly black cat is named Midnight. . 

Now let me put other sentences together: 

The coat is warm. ) warm 
The coat is green. ;) green 
The coat is on the hanger.) coat 

The warm green coat is on the hanger. 

Clowns are noisy. ) noisy 
Clowns are funny. ) funny 
Clowns are making people laugh.) clowns 

Noisy, funny clowns are making people laugh. 

The dog is small. ) small 
The dog is brown. ) brown 
The dog runs very fast. ) dog 

The small brown dog runs very fast. 

Drivers are safe. )safe 
Drivers are careful. ) careful 
Drivers obey the traffic signals. )drivers 

Safe, careful drivers obey traffic signals. 
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I am putting sentences together without using "and." When I put these 
sentences together without using and, I do not change the meaning. 

Trees are tall. ) tall 
Trees are green. ) green 
Trees grow along the river. ) trees 

Tall green trees grow along the river. 

The car is long. )long 
The car is blue. )blue 
The car wins the race. )car 

The long blue car wins the race. 

The man is little )little 
The man is old. )old 
The man walks slowly. )man 

The little old man walks slowly. 

Children are quiet. )quiet 
Children are interested. )interested 
Children listen to the story. )children 

Quiet, interested children listen to the story. 



APPENDIX M 

DIRECTIONS TO RESEARCH ASSISTANTS 

Directions for recording responses. 

Please read the following directions carefully before proceeding 
with the interview. 

1. Please circle either PRE or POST where it says PRE-POST test. 

2. Record everything the child says on blanks provided. 

3. Please give no cues. Do not rephrase questions. It is permissible 
to use verbal reinforcement whenever necessary, such as "That was 
a quick answer," "You are doing very well," "It did not take you 
very long," etc. Please remember not to say "that's right," "correct," 
etc. 

4. When child pauses, ask if he/she wants question repeated. 

5. If child hesitates, say "Would you tell me more?" or "'Is that all you 
want to say? " 

6. For subjects giving long responses, please ask them to tell you 
when they are finished. 
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